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Certification today

 The monitoring of seed certification and decertification is a 
heavy and mandatory task.

 Certification tasks are performed not only for manufacturing 
but also for incoming and outgoing stocks. 

 The software that manages seed certification is isolated from 
the rest of the Information System.

 Manual data re-entry links manufacturing and certification 
/decertification, which sometimes results in penalizing errors.

 Certification is a part of the seed station image in the seed 
environment (contract givers, seed certification agencies).



Objectives of CERTIGUS

 Get maximum linkage between iGus and certification tasks in 
order to avoid re-entering data and to help seed certification agents 
in the best possible way.

 Integrate certification tasks with sensitive areas: initial 
receptions, manufacturing orders, deliveries.

 Federate certification and realisation of manufacturing orders.
 Manage certificates and stocks of certificates.



Objectives of CERTIGUS

 Interface with seed certification agencies.
 Upstream: manage the codification data of seed certification 

agencies.
 Downstream: generate certification/decertification regular 

returns.
 Downstream: easily generate annual returns (certified/not 

certified/ downgraded carry-over batches).



Objects of CERTIGUS

Certificates :
 Stocks of certificates. 
 Notion of batch of certificates.
 Batch movements.
 Reception.
 Destruction.





Batch of certificates/stocks

 Notion of « batch of certificates ».
 A batch of certificates is made of 1 to N rolls of certificates 

belonging to the same series.
 Stocks of certificates.





Every warehousing operation
is related to a movement



Destruction of certificates in stock



Functions of CERTIGUS

 Certify batches within the context of the manufacturing order:
 Prepare the printing.
 Link a batch of seeds and a (or N) range of labels.
 Decertify upstream batches if they have been certified.

Certification coupled to orders 
 IGus certifies batches.
 But the certification is performed in the context of 

manufacturing orders.
 Advantages:

 Certify N batches in one go.
 Couple certification and factory work together.







Printing certificates

 At the present time, the A.R. reenters the information 
prepared by CERT.

 Direct interface with the print server is being prepared
(easy to acheive).



Certification

 The input of the use of certificates is driven
 Consistency controls
 Segments do not overlay
 The operation code is suggested (011…)
 If there are errors during the edition: CERT helps you with any 

additional query
 The use of certificates in the context of MOs creates one (to N) 

certification movement
 Cancellations (printing/realisation) are traced too

 CNSCER: certification
 ANICER: cancellation during the printing
 ANRCER: cancellation during the realisation



Type of operation : 
certification/decertification

 The t.op is suggested by iGus. It can be changed.
 The t.op is computed when dealing with certification.

 Packaging
 There is a certified upstream batch

 certified in  026  016
 Not certified in  026   011

 There is no certified upstream batch
  011 (except OECD copy  013)

 Transfer and certification type = ‘TEMPO’   105



Type of operation : 
certification / decertification

 The t.op is computed when dealing with decertification 
related to MOs
 T.Certif = ‘TEMPO’  115
 Others 

 Production batch (t.lot.ext =‘CONTRACT’)
 Change of generation  022
 Otherwise  021

 Purchase batch (t.lot.ext  ‘PURCHASE%’) 
 Change of generation  024
 Otherwise  023



Certified batch / type of certification

 The batch is marked as certified.
 If a certified batch is re-bagged, the decertification movement 

does not change anything in its being certified.
 Yet, it will be possible to decertify the whole batch

(see Certified/decertified  batches).



Certification and order

Manufacturing order

Decertify upstream

Certify downstream

Certificates



Certification and shipping

Certificates

Shipping/transfer

Certify the batches to 
be shipped



Certification and realisation

 CertiGus makes sure that the realisation is consistent with the 
certification.

 What you certify is what you have actually realised.



Certification and initial reception

 Is the batch certified?
 What type of certification? 



Start procedure: 
certified batch transaction

 In Certigus, you must begin by marking the carry-over batches as certified.

Indicate the type
of certification

Use the selection buttons to mark 
batches as certified



Management of carry-over  batches: 
mass decertification

 Same principle as when entering certified batches
 The decertification operation code can be computed by 

Certigus
 Batch of the agency: 021
 Otherwise: 023

 Type of movement produced: DECERT



Interfaces of certification agencies

 Test mode/Real mode
 Advanced control of records
 Some products may not have been declared
 Adjustable carry-over period (SN SM)
 File creation

Settings
 Registers
 Station related to the seed certification agency
 Region related to the seed certification agency
 Type of the file sent



Certification interface



Interrogation of the register



Editions

 Editions of interfaces.
 Reports for seed certification agencies : for example, the  LT56 

LT57 LT58 reports for the Gnis (in France).
 Stocks of certificates.



Advantages

 Save time and increase reliability during the realisation of 
manufacturing orders.

 Facilitate organization by distributing tasks among operators.
 Increase the responsiveness of the pilot system by using 

reliable and up-to-date data.
 Do without specialized PC (except for printing).


